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Concrete is one of the world’s oldest building materials. Twice as much concrete is used in 
construction around the world as all other materials put together. The impact of the production 
of concrete and concrete construction processes requires immediate action to find low carbon 
strategies for the concrete industry. This studio will comparison between concrete construction 
methods and analyze and develop ideas for new strategies for mass customization, construction 
and assembly processes. To do that the studio will work closely with the Precast Concrete 
Institute (PCI) and the Concrete Industry Management (CIM) Program at the School of Applied 
Engineering and Technology (SAET) to learn about current practices, identify challenges and 
speculate with solutions for the precast concrete industry to address climate action.   
 
This Precast Concrete studio will respond to the simultaneous crises of Housing and Equity. The 
need for affordable housing types has never been greater. Populations are fluctuating, cost of 
living is increasing and new typologies for live - work option are needed. At end of the studio 
each student will submit a project for the HABITAT Design Competition: Climate Positive 
Concrete Housing. It’s main challenge will be to successfully inclusion of low or negative 
embodied carbon strategies in materials and construction processes of affordable housing.  
 
The studio will break down into three parts: Week 1-5 Strategy and Schematic Design, Week 5-9 
Material and construction detail research (may include fieldtrips) Week 10-14 Documentation 
and presentation of research and preparation of completion entry (For more information: 
https://www.acsa-arch.org/competitions/2022-habitat-competition/) 
 
 
Feel free to reach out for any questions about the studio. 
Gernot Riether (griether@njit.edu) 
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Two blocks from campus, on New Street just west of Norfolk Street, there is a parking lot owned 
by University Heights Science and Technology Park, established by CHEN (Council of Higher 
Education in Newark). With no development of Science Park contemplated west of Norfolk 
Street, the site was used in recent years for spill-over parking. At present it is a staging area for 
construction of the new dormitory at Wickliff and Warren Streets. The site is on a residential 
street and is a perfect location for a sustainable, affordable housing development for staff at the 
local universities (NJIT, Rutgers, Rutgers New Jersey Medical School, and Essex County 
College). These schools were the original constituents of CHEN when it was started in 1971. 
 

               
 
 
 

The site dimensions are 200 ft. on New Street with a depth of 135 ft. Because of the unusually 
deep site, the design possibilities expand to include mid-block development in addition to 
traditional street-frontage. Note the interior block location of the hat manufacturing plant on the 
1908 Sanborn map, above. This will be a demonstration sustainable design meeting passive 
house standards. Christine Liaukus, Senior Research Architect at our Center for Building 
Knowledge, is an expert on this mode of construction and will be a resource for the studio.  
 
The scope of work will encompass a research phase looking at three topics: models for 
university-assisted staff housing; low-rise high density housing design; and passive house 
materials and construction detailing. The programming phase will involve interviews with staff at 
the local universities. The design phase will include site planning, massing, unit type and 
design, and construction systems. This will be a demonstration project for sustainable design. 
The studio will meet with local developers to explore a possible joint venture with the university. 
Andrew Christ, NJIT Senior Vice President for Real Estate Operations and Capital Operations, 
will advise on the university’s potential involvement. 
 
This is a timely project. Beyond the inherent architectural issues at hand, this proposal will 
bolster both the university’s community engagement efforts and the Mayor’s encouragement of 
local employees to live in Newark. 

New Street site 1908 Sanborn Map  



Erin Pellegrino + Charlie Firestone

STUDIO AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

STUDIO OUTPUT

We believe that designing, making, and thinking are inextricably, indelibly, and inescapably linked. As architects there is no 
greater tool for learning than to build the structures we design. Whether this process stokes the flames of passion for an 
already avid builder, ignites a desire to continue building at a 1:1 scale, or it simply becomes an experience that gives you 
(the future architect) an insight into construction processes; in any case this will be an unforgettable and invaluable piece of 
your education. Whatever background or experience level you bring to the table, at the end of the semester you will have built 
a structure of your (collective) design and realize the thrill of walking into a physical space that began its life as squiggle on 
the page. 

This studio is rooted in Newark – the community in which you are planted for the duration of your undergraduate tenure. We 
believe that architects have a responsibility and a duty to participate in and serve the community that they are a part of. At 
least for now, this is your community.

In the wake of the COVID-19 Pandemic, we have a newfound appreciation and understanding of public vs. private space, and 
the value of being outdoors. However, in our growing cities and communities, the edges between crowded sidewalks, hectic 
bike lanes and busy streets have become blurred, with the pedestrian, the cyclist, and the automobile vying for their rightful 
place. This studio will operate at the intersection (quite literally) of this blurred boundary. We will examine, explore, design 
and build at the confluence of these forces.

In this studio, the students will work as a group to design and build a “parklet” in Newark’s Downtown District (specifically 
on Halsey St.). The “parklet” will be explored as a reappropriation of a parking space (9’x18’) for use by the public, as an 
extension of the sidewalk.  The parklet will be fabricated at NJIT, and will be designed to be easily disassembled, transported, 
and reassembled downtown in its final home. 
The product of the studio will be a proposal that challenges the students to think at a range of scales and spheres of 
influence: from the details of materials, connections, and construction sequencing to the urban scale implications of their 
proposal, and global spheres of influence that affect the historical, social, and economic spheres within which their project 
will operate.

NOTE: We will be physically prototyping and fabbricating large scale, 1:1 mockups, and will actually NOTE: We will be physically prototyping and fabbricating large scale, 1:1 mockups, and will actually 
construct a functional V1 prototype.construct a functional V1 prototype.

DESIGN/BUILD: PARKLET 
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